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China’s rise posts various challenges to conventional thinking about law, business and economic 

development, especially after the 2008 global financial crisis and now, the Covid-19 global pandemic. 

How can China offset its institutional weaknesses at home while achieving impressive economic results 

worldwide without moving closer to the existing models of Western countries? Is China’s transition really 

unique compared to other jurisdictions within Greater China (e.g. Taiwan and Hong Kong) or other 

successful stories in Asia (e.g. Singapore, South Korea, and Japan)? China’s experience also illustrates a 

latecomer paradox: Does the latecomer have an advantage as a result of quick replication of institutional 

innovation and technology? Conversely, do latecomer states lack the incentive to carry out fundamental 

reforms as a result of easy success? These are the questions this module is to explore during the semester.  

These questions have also posted doubt on the conventional wisdom but have not been systematically 

addressed. Scholars and policy makers stress that institutions matter, but how they matter and which 

institutions matter most remain hotly contested questions. A thorough, comparative examination of the 

experiences of jurisdictions within Greater China area will shed light on the origin and evolution of 

varying legal institutions, which in turn change legal and business culture. It will also offer inspiration that 

would develop and enrich legal theories that have not been examined with great care in the Asian context. 

This course is extremely interdisciplinary and not doctrinal at all. It is not a typical “how to do business 

and practice law in China” course. We are not to focus on statutes, rules and cases; rather, we will explore 

law and economics, law and society, law and history, and law and politics in context. Focusing mainly on 

China, this course will compare China with other Chinese majority jurisdictions as well as several Asian 

countries sharing similar culture (e.g. state capitalism and Confucianism) and examine a wide range of 

legal institutions and their practices, including contract, corporate law, property, capital markets, banking, 

and foreign investment. The objective of this course is to interrogate the experiences of Greater China 

and examine whether and what lessons they provide for conventional thinking about law, business and 

economic development. 

 
The topics to be covered in the seminars are: 
 
SEMINAR ONE:  Introduction: Law, Institutions and Business in Chinese context 

SEMINAR TWO: Theories of Law, Business and Economic Development in the Asian 
Context 
 
SEMINAR THREE:  Contract and Its Enforcement in Emerging Markets 

SEMINAR FOUR:  Corporate Law and State Capitalism 
 
SEMINAR FIVE:  Financial Institutions and Currency Wars 

SEMINAR SIX:  Institutions of Capital Markets and Foreign Investment 



SEMINAR SEVEN: Property Rights Institutions 

 
SEMINAR EIGHT:  Judiciary and Dispute Resolution 

SEMINAR NINE: Corruption and Development 

SEMINAR TEN: Political Structures and Economic Development 

SEMINAR ELEVEN:  Authoritarian Legality and Economic Development 
 
SEMINAR TWELVE: Conclusion: Is there a Chinese Model for Law and Economic 

Development? 

 
 


